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Reply to Nelkin and Lindee
To the Editor:
The letter by Nelkin and Lindee, like their book (Nelkin
and Lindee 1995), aptly demonstrates that qualitative
methods can be at least as reductionistic as quantitative
methods. Their reduction of our multiple historically
sensitive index headings to the single heading of “he-
redity” is a misleading oversimplification. Furthermore,
their claim that our article concluded that “nothing has
changed” is false. Our study did show that contempo-
rary public discourse about heredity, based as that dis-
course is in the accounts provided by molecular genetics
and medical genetics, is not significantly more deter-
ministic than were earlier accounts of human heredity.
That, however, is not equivalent to a statement that there
has been no change. In fact, our study demonstrates that
contemporary presentations of genetics are more likely
to assign different levels of genetic influences to different
conditions. Contemporary accounts are also less likely
to attribute genetic causation to simplistic behavioral
characteristics. Moreover, our study demonstrates that
in all periods the majority of popular representations do
not attribute human characteristics solely to genetics but,
rather, explicitly recognize that genes are only one factor
in human outcomes.
Both quantitative and qualitative methods have useful
contributions to make toward an understanding of the
social implications of genetic science. To draw conclu-
sions about the relative proportions of various types of
discursive elements appearing in various venues requires
that one make a quantitative assessment, no matter how
informally. Formalizing one’s quantitative method by
employing multiple coders and randomized article se-
lection is useful for checking the researcher’s precon-
ceptions by providing counterforces to the well-known
tendencies toward selective perception of discourse. Cer-
tainly the quantitative findings of our study helped to
modify our own preconceptions and to produce a more
detailed, complex, and accurate qualitative account of
the public discourse about biological heredity.
The qualitative portion of our study also indicates that
reductionistic claims about increased determinism, of the
sort made by Nelkin and Lindee (1995), fail to capture
the complexities of the changes in public discussions
about human heredity. Public accounts of the biological
mechanisms of inheritance have shifted across the four
eras in this century, from explanations centered on
“germplasm” to “genes” to “DNA” to the “genome.”
Accompanying these shifts have been changes in models
of the relationship between genetic material and various
environmental inputs. These models have posited in-
creasingly fluid relationships between genetics and other
forces across time, beginning with a model of the gene
as boundary setter, moving to a model of DNA as a
starting point, and, most recently, featuring models of
genome and environment as coactive contributors to a
normatively judged outcome. Space (not methodological
choice) does not allow a full elaboration of these models
and their complex relationships to other parts of the
public discourse. Because of the enormous delay times
in academic book publishing, we will be happy to make
available, to anyone who requests it and pays postage
and photocopying costs, the manuscript describing these
features.
Nelkin and Lindee are correct that the new scientific
information about genetics and the accompanying tech-
nological capabilities raise serious social questions, and
their role in raising those questions has been valuable.
However, these questions are best answered by ap-
proaches employing multiple methodologies and mul-
tiple perspectives.
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